I'm Gonna Sing 'Til The Spirit Moves In My Heart

For SATB (divisi) a cappella

Performance Time: Approx. 2:10

Words and Music by
MOSES HOGAN
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I'm gonna sing 'til the spirit moves in my heart. I'm gonna
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sing 'til the spirit moves in my heart. I'm gonna sing 'til the spirit moves

in my heart. I'm gonna sing 'til Jesus comes. I'm gonna
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Sing 'til the spirit moves in my heart. I'm gonna
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Oh my Jesus Oh my Jesus Oh

* Pronounced "Je-su-us."
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in my heart. I'm gonna sing 'til Jesus comes.

Oh my Jesus Oh my Jesus 'til he comes.

Oh my Jesus 'til he comes.

Oh yea'

It was grace that brought...
my Lord
Oh yea my Lord.
me It was grace that taught me It was grace.

Oh yea my Lord.
that kept me And it's grace that will lead me home.
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I'm gon-na pray 'til the spirit moves in my heart. I'm gon-na

Hal-le-lu Pray Oh my Je-sus Oh my Je-sus Oh

pray 'til the spirit moves in my heart. I'm gon-na

Oh my Je-sus Oh my Je-sus—
Altissimo: Can't you feel it

Soprano: Can't you feel it
Oh my Jesus Oh my Jesus Oh my Jesus

I'm gonna shout 'til the spirit moves in my heart. I'm gonna shout 'til the spirit moves in my heart. I'm gonna

Oh my Jesus Oh my Jesus Oh my Jesus Oh my Jesus Oh my Jesus Oh my Jesus
Freely
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sing

'til my Jesus
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'stil he

PP (moan)

hum

comes.
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